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Project
Project Name: Wildflower Ridge Nature Preserve Acquisition

Brief Summary:

Wildflower Ridge is an 128-acre property that is one of the few remaining large parcels near

downtown Grass Valley which holds exceptional conservation values including; wildlife habitat,

lava cap rock formations with rare plants, existing trail easements and public recreation,

abundant heritage Black Oak groves, productive conifer forest, and indigenous cultural heritage

sites. Bear Yuba Land Trust (BYLT) seeks to purchase the Property to ensure protection of the

land and natural resources from subdivision and development. Located off Rough and Ready

Highway in Grass Valley, the Property is within one of BYLT’s Strategic Focus Areas for

conservation, the Urban Core Region. In this region, BYLT is focused on equitable access to

nature, enhancing biodiversity, enriching educational opportunities, collaborating with local

groups and organizations such as the City of Grass Valley and Nevada City Nisenan Rancheria

(NCNR) Tribe, improving community health and safety, and conserving cultural and historical

resources. BYLT currently has two trail easements on the property totaling approximately 2

miles of public trails. The Property’s location is close to downtown Grass Valley and more than

five schools are within walking distance. Conserving this Property would prevent further

fragmentation in the area and would also offer unique potential to create new public

engagement and education spaces, including a nature center and outdoor classrooms,

expanded and connective trail system, and a community forest.

The Property is part of a larger development proposal which the City of Grass Valley considered

in the early 2000’s. There were slated to be approximately 150 homes on this property. The

larger development plan failed and this 128-acres was bought in a bank auction. The current

landowner created a tentative map to create 4 parcels for residential development (totaling

about 60 acres of the Property), with a potential to further develop the remainder parcel of 75

acres. This plan was approved by the County of Nevada and is active through 2024, with one

three-year extension. Protection of this land would create incredible opportunities for youth

nature education, living classrooms throughout the preserve, and a much needed Nature and

Cultural Center in Nevada County to explore the vast biodiversity and cultural history of the

NCNR. In 2022, the NCNR was listed on the California Native American Heritage Site which

qualifies them to hold conservation easements. We intend to donate a cultural conservation
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easement to NCNR as part of this project and work closely on development of the land and

education of the community.

Total cost:    $925,000  

Amount requested from WCB:      $650,000

Start date: 1/1/2023

End date: 10/1/2024

Project type: Fee Title Acquisition

Primary Habitat Type: Mixed hardwood/conifer forest

Total Acres: 128

Location
Primary County: Nevada

Specific location: 007-111-003

Nearest City: Grass Valley (2 miles) to the Southeast

Latitude:  N 39.231518

Longitude: W -121.085957

Point represented by the Latitude and Longitude coordinates: Center of property

Is the Project Area in a Disadvantaged Community; mapping tool

https://gis.water.ca.gov/app/dacs/ (select one): Choose an item.

Yes

According to Disadvantaged Communities - Census Group, (ACS: 2014-2018)

Applicant
Organization name: Bear Yuba Land Trust

Organization type: 501(c)(3) nonprofit corporation
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Primary applicant’s contact name and title: Erin Tarr, Executive Director

Phone: (O) 530-272-5994 x 205

E-mail address: Erin@bylt.org

Mailing address: P.O. Box 1004 Grass Valley, CA  95945

Landowner
Landowner name: William (Andy) Moore

Landowner type: Fee

Project Overview

Wildflower Ridge is a 128-acre property that is one of the few remaining large parcels near

downtown Grass Valley that holds exceptional conservation values, including wildlife habitat,

rare plants, existing trail easements, productive conifer forest, and indigenous cultural heritage

sites. Bear Yuba Land Trust (BYLT) seeks to purchase this property in fee and ensure protection

of the land from subdivision and development. Located off Rough and Ready Highway just

outside of Downtown Grass Valley, this site is a high priority for conservation.

BYLT’s Strategic Plan identified the area that Wildflower Ridge is located in as the Urban Core

Region. BYLT has worked for over 30 years in this region to expand equitable access to nature,

enhance biodiversity, enrich educational opportunities, collaborate with local groups and

organizations, improve community health and safety, and conserve cultural and historical

resources. In that time period, BYLT has protected more than 20,00 acres of land and created or

improved more than 50 miles of trails in this region.

Wildflower Ridge Preserve has unique conservation values for this area. The Property has a lava

cap, which is popular among botanists, community members, and local schools because it is

known to have rare and endangered wildflowers. Heritage groves of black oaks also occur on

the Property and 25 landmark black oaks have been identified, with one black oak measuring 60

inches diameter at breast height. The mixed hardwood and conifer forest provides spotted owl

habitat and the riparian areas along the canals and spillways provide additional wildlife habitat.

Additionally, BYLT has two popular trail easements on the Property totaling more than 2 miles

long, which provide unique hiking opportunities for local schoolchildren and community

members. With this acquisition we intend to enhance and expand the outdoor recreation

including developing outdoor living classrooms, native pollinator gardens, wild food farms, and
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a community forest. Five local schools are within walking distance and BYLT is working to

expand trail easements for safer and easier access to the site. In addition, since we know there

is a vital need for a Nature and Cultural Center in our community and this Property has

development potential, we will be partnering with the schools, local government and

businesses to provide a permanent location for outdoor education to thrive.

Wildflower Ridge is a high priority for conservation not only because of its conservation values

and proximity to Downtown Grass Valley, but also because it is in a region that is heavily

impacted by residential development. The property is undeveloped and part of the former

Kenny Ranch that has been eyed for residential and commercial development since the 1990’s.

In 2005, a 340 home development was proposed for the entire 330 acres. Over time, pieces

were sold off and developed. Wildflower Ridge has a current development proposal for 4 home

sites with ability to expand. A development plan was approved in 2020, and in February 2022

the density potential was expanded to allow more clustered development.

Another unique aspect of this project is the partnership with the Nevada City Nisenan

Rancheria. Having their federal recognition under review, they cannot yet hold land in fee title

but since they were added to the California Native American Heritage List this year they are able

to hold conservation easements. This would be the first project we partner on donating a

conservation easement and raising endowment funds for the Nevada City Nisenan Rancheria to

forever protect the cultural and biological resources on the Property.

BYLT has been successful in protecting and enhancing the open space, wildlife habitat, and

recreation opportunities in this area. Local community members and groups have expressed

their support for this project and the acquisition of the property would allow BYLT to create new

public engagement and education spaces, including a nature center, outdoor classrooms, a

community forest, and an expanded and connective trail system.

Environmental Review (CEQA)
The proposed project…. (select the appropriate answer):

☒ Is not a project under CEQA. Briefly specify why in the box below.
☐ Is exempt under CEQA. Provide the CEQA exemption number and specify how the
project meets the terms of the exemption in the box below.
☐ Requires Neg Dec, MND, or EIR. Specify the lead CEQA agency (the agency preparing
the document) and the (expected) completion date in the box below. Please note that
WCB will need to review and approve any CEQA document. For more information on
CEQA, visit: http://ceres.ca.gov/topic/env_law/ceqa/flowchart/index.html.
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This is a fee title acquisition project and is not a CEQA project.

Other Funding Sources
Source Amount ($) Status - Secured

/ Applied for

Capital Campaign $300,000 Secured

TOTAL $300,000
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Maps/Photographs
Attach location maps, designs, plans, engineering drawings, color photographs, etc., to help
describe your proposal. Label photos with a one sentence description.

Click or tap here to enter text.

Taken from old application - Please provide a map of the land proposed for acquisition as
well as any protected parcels.

The Vicinity Map shows Wildflower Ridge Preserve in relation to nearby cities.
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The Local Location Map showsWildflower Ridge Preserve in relation to Grass Valley and
Nevada City.
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The Aerial Map shows the extent of the blue oak woodlands, conifer forest, and lava cap on
Wildflower Ridge Preserve.
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The Vegetation Map highlights the diverse vegetation types on Wildflower Ridge Preserve.
Areas in orange are the lava cap and contain the wildflower meadows, the bright green are the
oak woodlands and groves and the muted green is the mixed conifer and hardwood forest.
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The Topography Map highlights the diverse elevation profile of Wildflower Ridge Preserve and
the BYLT trail easements that run through the property;
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The Conserved Lands Map shows the conserved lands adjacent to and nearby Wildflower
Ridge Preserve.
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Connectivity Map

The Connectivity Map shows the potential connectivity corridors between Wildflower Ridge
Preserve and local schools, parks, trails, and Downtown Grass Valley.
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Photos
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